CYBER INSURANCE CARRIER
Audit and track your claims

The Claim Management Quandary
Ever increasing numbers of cybersecurity insurance claims and
corresponding response obligations often fall upon the insurance
carriers. Managing these processes is a daunting task for even the
most sophisticated insurance companies. Cyber attacks are becoming
more complex and more costly, ultimately leaving carriers struggling to
maintain control over critical claims processes.

Problems in the Insurance Industry:


Tracking numerous customers/claims simultaneously



Real-time claim situational awareness



Lack of technical expertise by personnel



A need for quick status updates or vendor engagement



A need for accurate reporting

When an insurance claim is filed because of a breach, insurance
carriers cannot cease normal business operations and reallocate all of
its resources to manage every individual response process. If outside
assistance is necessary, the carrier must be able to manage the
outside consultancy firm's progress while ensuring that the insurance
policy and procedures are still compliant. Ultimately, the carrier must
ensure that whatever response process was implemented, it can be
properly accounted for and linked back to the insured's policy. This is
no time for ad hoc reporting and 1:1 claims management — practiced,
scalable, and uniform processes are critical to the mission objectives.
Instead, the framework allows members to add, remove and modify
“pluggable” analysis modules to suit analysis needs over time.

$1.57 million is the total average
cost of lost business in 2015.
According to the Ponemon Institute Releases 2014 Cost of Data Breach: Global Analysis:

CyberSponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps) is
the Remedy for Cyber Claims Management Problems
CyberSponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps) is purpose-built for
managing high volumes of cybersecurity incidents and claims. Insurance
carriers can track multiple claims and vendors for their claims process
while using CyberSponse's enterprise-grade workflow management
platform. Orchestration of all technical levels can coordinate and audit
responses and manage vendor engagements, ensuring that response
efforts are coordinated and well executed according to policy. The process
of fast and fluid incident response saves critical time, money and frustration
throughout the cyber breach claims process.

Benefits of CyOps for the Insurance Industry:


Keeps customer claim data separate, but accessible



Easy-to-use and understand interface



Quick/real-time claim or track status updates via dashboards



Full and complete records for tracking and auditing

The difficulty in managing multiple responses across multiple customers
becomes a thing of the past when an insurance carrier utilizes CyOps.
Now, the carrier can move forward with full confidence that the claims
response is being handled appropriately and claims are remediated more
quickly. CyOps eliminates the guesswork and confusion found when using
spreadsheets, email, and other basic ticketing systems. Carriers now have
a tool to provide them with up-to-the-minute awareness of the status of
their insured's cybersecurity incident responses, forensics vendors to
include law enforcement or legal engagements.

With immediate and

accurate reports ready at the push of a button, insurance carriers can
CyOps orchestrates security operations to eliminate stress and confusion.

continue to improve the cost model associated with the increasing market
demand for cyber insurance or filed claims.

CyOps was designed to

handle the heavy lifting in times of crisis or claim.
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Pricing Model
CyberSponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps) is a robust platform
that can be deployed in both Secure SaaS and on-premise deployment
models. CyOps is the only affordable yet enterprise scalable solution for
coordinating effective response. CyOps can be integrated with a variety of
business tools as well as ticketing systems, reporting systems, user
access systems etc. Pricing is generally on a per-seat basis, by claim
number or with an option of unlimited site license basis, all billed annually.
 Light-weight installations
 Be up and running in a single day
 Save money — reduce hiring needs or turn-over
 Access to new features or capabilities as they are released
CyOps subscriptions have three primary types: Per Seat, Per Claim, and

In 60% of cases, attackers are able
to compromise an organization within
minutes.

Per Location. Custom development and professional services are
available if needed. Contact us today to find out which package is right for
your organization!

About CyberSponse

Do you have a plan?

CyberSponse enables companies to defend and counter attackers
through a unique, collaborative security operations platform that facilitates
comprehensive incident response lifecycle management. Founded in
2011, CyberSponse is a leading provider of automated incident response
(IR) solutions for cyber security threat management. Most security groups
within organization’s today use Word, Excel, and internal email to manage
their daily security operations. CyberSponse takes a different approach

Value & Benefits
Cybersponse

Security

Operations

Platform

(CyOps)

is

a

highly-scalable, enterprise-grade security operations platform built to
help modern cyber insurance teams achieve advanced levels of
efficiency. From integration with the latest cutting edge systems, CyOps
provides the fast growing cyber claims management teams with
everything it needs to keep personnel performing at peak efficiency and
allowing for less turn over, frustration or stress.

CyOps is the tool to

ensure stress-free productivity for most industry verticals. Never be

and believes that an automated and transparent view of SecOp efforts
and true situational awareness for all levels of management is required for
proactive management of the complexity of IT security. The CyberSponse
technology platform dramatically improves the efficiency and the
effectiveness of the daily SecOps team’s efforts against cyber-attacks by
providing a centralized system for managing, monitoring, reporting, and
analyzing an organization’s entire IT security infrastructure and
processes.

caught unprepared again!
 Let no task slip through the cracks
 Practice response with breach or claims simulation capabilities
 Best practices and regulatory compliance templates
 Executive dashboard
 Automated or Semi-Automated workflow engine
 Fully customizable platform for every organization's needs

Contact Cybersponse
Website: www.cybersponse.com
Email: sales@cybersponse.com
Phone: 480.378.3493

 Save time, money, and reduce risk exposure to your carrier
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